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ABSTRACT 

 

NDN networks are the next generation of communication networks primarily built on the 

principle of content reuse. Caching in these networks are the main contributor to the performance 

metrics when majority of content is reusable. NDN routers use caching and eviction policies to 

affect the performance and control the use of limited storage in the network. This research 

introduced incorporation of a dynamic expiration time in the form of a TTL assigned to content 

to control the storage alongside the LRU eviction policy and thoroughly studied the most 

common caching polices, LCE and LCD, altered with TTL. The results show that the 

introduction of a sequence of TTL values to content objects will not increase the Hit Ratio in the 

policies studied but introduces a new mechanism to control the Hit Ratio and distribute the cache 

hits across a network of caches and load balance the links.  
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Introduction 

 

An evolution is happening in the Internet deviating more from a host-to-host communication 

network to a content-centered network as the usage of the internet is shifting more towards a rich 

multimedia transport medium. Content distribution networks were implemented as an overlay 

over the current structure of the Internet in an effort to address deficiencies in handling large 

volumes of data delivered with minimum latency. These overlay networks are often operated by 

third parties and extend over multiple regions of the globe. The essential component of these 

networks is in-network caches connected and distributed over the overlay network. They store 

content away from the content providers and closer to consumers who are being served 

ultimately by copies of contents requested. 

There are some advantages in incorporation of such networks; First, lowering the user-perceived 

latency as more content is served from a repository which is geographically and topologically 

closer to user. Second, offloading the original server when a repository is able to handle the load 

to provide the content when requested by an interested user and third, reducing the overall link 

load along the path to the original content provider and improved throughput if the links are 

congested closer to the original content provider or in case of TCP, the increase in throughput is 

inversely proportional to Round Trip Time (RTT) considering the fact that congestion window 

increases faster due to shorter RTT involved with fetching a closer copy. 

Another benefit of CDN in addition to performance is the cost benefits. As far as the CDNs are 

provided by third party providers, they carry traffic belonging to many content providers and 
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they can take advantage of economies of scale and deliver content more cost effectively than 

content providers. 

Technically, a CDN is a group of distributed HTTP reverse proxies, often managed by a 

(logically centralized) control infrastructure. Users request contents by issuing HTTP GET 

requests to content provider URLs. If the target content provider wishes the request to be served 

by the CDN, it redirects the request to the CDN through either DNS redirection [1] or IP-layer 

anycast [2]. For the case of DNS redirection, the content provider redirects a request to a CDN-

managed hostname. Then the authoritative DNS server for the CDN domain resolves the request 

to the IP address of a caching node in close proximity to the user. If IP anycast is used instead, 

the content provider then directly routes requests to an anycast address of the CDN. In practice, 

using IP anycast will bypass the DNS lookup for resolving the CDN hostname but limits the 

room for complex server selection. 

Application layer solutions to the evolutionary use of Internet as a multimedia transmission 

medium like CDNs has added some functionalities to the existing structure of the internet. 

However, their applicability has been restricted to large corporations and providers of 

multimedia content and has not yet addressed performance issues of the general internet and is 

not extensively available to public. Therefore, it would hinder the evolution of the internet as a 

whole to satisfy a general shift in its usage. 

For these reasons and more, over the last few years, a considerable research effort has been put 

into redesigning Internet architecture having in mind user-to-content traffic as the arising usage 

pattern. As a result, a number of Information-Centric Networking (ICN) architectures have been 

proposed. Examples include CCN [3], NDN [4], DONA [5], COMET [6], PSIRP/PURSUIT [7] 

and SAIL/4WARD/NetInf [8]. 
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These architectures have different objectives and their operational properties differ but they all 

have these common features as follows: 

Request-response model. Content items are transferred in a receiver-driven manner. Users issue 

requests for explicitly named content items that are routed by the network to suitable entities, 

which then reply with the requested content items. 

Location independence. Content names do not reflect the location (host) where the content is 

stored. Rather, content naming can be based on any, possibly human-readable, sequence of bytes. 

Names, however, in most ICN architectures are used to route requests to contents and contents to 

users, hence, naming has to follow a specific pattern depending on the route by name approach 

adopted. 

Content-oriented security model. Authenticity of delivered contents is no longer implemented 

by authenticating the content source and securing the channel between sender and receiver. 

Instead the authenticity of a content object can be validated regardless of what node actually 

served the content. 

Ubiquitous in-network caching. Explicitly named content objects can be cached in arbitrary 

locations of the network and be retrieved from there once subsequently requested 

 

 

NDN Architecture 
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Among the proposed architectures to support ICN paradigm, CCN and NDN have gained more 

attention from the research community and industry. These two architectures are very similar in 

design and their differences are limited to packet format and some algorithms not to be discussed 

in here. 

In CCN/NDN there are two packet types: Interest and Data. Interest packets are issued by users 

to request a packet-sized chunk of data. Data packets are sent in response to an Interest packet 

containing the piece of data requested. All operations in CCN/NDN are receiver-driven, i.e., a 

content origin is not able to proactively push Data packets over the network without being 

requested by a receiver using an Interest packet. 

/edu/uh/tech/ET/media/video.mp4/00001 

 

Content chunks are hierarchical human readable names. As shown in Figure 1, each content 

name consists of two parts: a content object name, which identifies the content object (i.e., file) 

to which the chunk belongs and a chunk identifier which is practically the index of the chunk 

within the content object. Interest packets are routed to closest replica of the requested content 

based on the name of the requested chunk, as opposed to node identifiers as in the current IP-

based architecture. Each router therefore needs to implement a name-based forwarding table that 

is able to perform Longest Prefix Match (LPM) based on content name. 

Differently, Data packets are not forwarded back to the requester based on some identifiers. 

Instead, each router keeps track of the interfaces from which it received Interest packets and, 

when it receives a matching Data packet, it forwards it back over the interfaces from which 

Content Object Chunk

Figure 1 - Hierarchical Naming in NDN
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of a Data packet, the PIT is looked up first. If a matching entry is found, the Data is forwarded to 

all interfaces from which an Interest packet was received, the PIT entry is dropped and the Data 

is cached in the CS. Otherwise, the Data packet is discarded (see Figure 2). 

In a distributed caching structure, caching problem can be partitioned into these sub-problems: 

Content placement and distribution: Which deals with how to decide which content to copy to 

each node and how to distribute them between caches 

Routing request to caches: Which deals with how to route the request to an appropriate cache 

which holds a copy of the content. 

Cache allocation: This deals with optimizing the size of cache and placement of cache nodes. 

 

Content Placement 

 

Content items can be placed in in-network content caches either in a proactive or a reactive way. 

With proactive content placement, network caches are pre-populated during off-peak traffic 

periods. The content placement is normally computed by an off-line optimization algorithm on 

the basis of historical data and/or future predictions and repeated periodically, maybe every 24 

hours. Many algorithms have been proposed to determine optimized content placement under a 

variety of objective functions and constraints [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. On the other hand, under 

reactive content placement schemes, content items are stored in caches as a result of cache 

misses in a read-through manner. Within caching nodes, content items can be replaced according 

to a variety of policies, which we mention later in this chapter. In case a request traverses more 
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than one cache before hitting the content, the simplest content placement strategy is to leave a 

copy of the content in every node traversed, which is known as Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE). 

However, this strategy causes a high degree of redundancy as all caches along the delivery path 

consume cache resources to hold identical items. To reduce this redundancy and, therefore, to 

increase the number of distinct content items cached along a delivery path, a number of meta 

algorithms have been proposed to selectively cache each delivered content in a subset of the 

nodes of the path. These include Leave Copy Down (LCD) [14], “Cache less for more” [15] and 

ProbCache [16]. Proactive content placement simplifies implementation of caching nodes and 

enables them to achieve better throughput. In fact, since with proactive placement the population 

of caches occurs during off-peak periods, busy-hour workloads are read-only. This enables 

greater read throughput from storage technologies such as SSD and HDD, which would provide 

a reduced read throughput if concurrent writes were executed. However, the simpler node 

implementation offered by proactive placement comes at the cost of two substantial 

disadvantages. First, it causes rigidity in addressing changes in traffic demand, as any 

unexpected variation in demand patterns would lead to a reduction in cache hit ratio until a new 

proactive content placement takes place. Second, the computation of the optimal content 

placement requires data from both the cache operator (cache network topology, processing 

capabilities, cache sizes) and the content provider (historic demand and demand predictions), 

which may be difficult to collect if the cache operator and content provider are different entities. 

With regard to cache efficiency, there is consensus that proactive placement is preferable to 

reactive placement only in the case of specific workloads characterized by a limited content 

catalogue and predictable request variations, such as Video on Demand (VoD) [9]. As a matter 

of fact, Netflix, the world largest VoD content provider, uses proactive content placement in 
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their video caching infrastructure [17]. Other types of traffic are generally characterized by rapid 

variations of content popularity that would obliterate the gains provided by an optimized 

proactive placement. Sharma et al. [13] showed that, with respect to Web traffic, placing 

contents proactively every 24 hours based on previous-day historical data achieves considerably 

worse performance than using a simple reactive placement. They also showed that even 

proactively placing content items with exact knowledge of future demand would only provide up 

to 1-18% performance gain in comparison to reactive placement. As a matter of fact, to the best 

of our knowledge, all commercial CDNs for Web traffic populate their caches reactively, 

whether they are designed specifically for static content (e.g., Akamai [18]) or dynamic content 

(e.g., Fastly [19]). Reactive content placement is also used by dedicated caching infrastructures 

of large-scale content providers, such as the Facebook photo storage [20] and the Google Global 

Cache [21]. This is also the placement strategy selected by all ICN architectures that propose 

ubiquitous packet caches in network routers [3], [4]. 

 

Routing Requests 

 

Strategies for routing requests can be grouped into two categories: opportunistic on-path and 

coordinated off-path routing. [22] For on-path request routing, content requests are first routed 

from the requester to the closest cache. Then, they are routed over the network of caches towards 

content origin using shortest path routing and are served from a cache only if the requested 

content item is available at any node on the request path. This routing strategy is highly scalable 

because it does not require any coordination between caching nodes and can be used in 
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conjunction with either proactive or reactive content placement [22]. However, it may experience 

reduced cache hits, especially in dense cache deployments, because contents cached nearby the 

requester but not on the shortest path to the origin will never be hit. It should be mentioned that 

edge caching is also a (simpler) case of opportunistic on-path routing. In edge caching, requests 

are routed to the closest cache but in case of a cache miss they are sent directly to the content 

origin. This is for example how Google Global Cache operates, where each cache deployed 

within an ISP network is statically mapped to a subset of requesters and, in case of a cache miss, 

requests are routed outside the ISP network.  

Differently, with off-path coordinated routing, requests can be served by a nearby node even if 

not on the shortest path to the origin. This however comes at the cost of higher coordination to 

exchange content availability information among caches. This may generate an unnecessary 

extra traffic and increase the link load heavily in some dense topologies.  Off-path routing can be 

implemented using a centralized or distributed content-to-cache resolution process. In a 

centralized resolution process, a (logically) centralized entity with a global view of cached 

contents is queried before routing a content request and it returns the address of the closest node 

storing the requested content item. This approach is however suitable only for systems operating 

under proactive content placement or even reactive placement as long as content location varies 

infrequently.  

For reactive caching systems with high rate of content replacement (which also include ICN 

architectures, where items are cached at a chunk-level granularity), a number of more scalable 

off-path request routing algorithms have been proposed. [22] The main objective is to enable 

caching nodes to exchange state among each other in a lightweight manner and route requests 

accordingly. In Breadcrumbs [23], a caching node that forwards a content item records the 
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address of the node towards which it forwarded the item and opportunistically routes future 

requests for the same content towards the node the content item was forwarded earlier. Another 

recent approach by Rossini and Rossi [24], approximates an ideal Nearest Replica Routing 

(NRR) by broadcasting either content requests or meta-requests to discover the location of the 

closest content item. Request routing design presents a clear tradeoff between scalability and 

efficiency. The limited scalability of off-path routing schemes particularly limits the availability 

of design choices for reactive caching systems and ICN architectures, which are of our interest. 

 

Cache Allocation 

 

Optimal cache placement and sizing is strictly dependent on content placement, request routing, 

network topology and request patterns. Several studies have investigated the optimal cache 

allocation for the case of proactive content placement, focusing on different operational 

conditions and objective functions, with good results. See, for example [25] and [26]. However, 

the problem is considerably more complex in the case of reactive content placement. Simple and 

practical cache replacement policies, such as LRU and FIFO, are difficult to model, even in a 

single cache scenario [22]. The main source of complexity comes from modelling the behavior 

of caches receiving miss streams of other caches [27]. In fact, although there exist analytical 

models capturing well the behavior of common cache replacement policies in a single cache or 

tandem configurations [28], [14], [29], extending this analysis to arbitrary network topologies is 

very hard and methods proposed so far are computationally very expensive and fairly inaccurate 

[30]. All this makes the optimization problem hard to solve. In the specific case of edge caching, 
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since each request traverses a single cache, the problem is widely simplified. In this situation, the 

optimal cache placement can be mapped to a p-median location-allocation problem [31].  

Although finding the optimal solution for the general case is NP-hard, there exist algorithms for 

solving it in polynomial time, optimally for simple topologies or approximately for arbitrary 

topologies using well-known heuristics [22]. To the best of our knowledge, only two works have 

investigated the optimal cache placement and sizing in the case of reactive content placement in 

arbitrary network topologies, although both focus on the specific case of on-path request routing 

with LCE+LRU content placement. In [24], Rossini and Rossi investigate the performance of 

heuristics assigning cache capacity to nodes proportionally to certain centrality metrics. They 

concluded that these simple optimizations do not bring considerable advantages though. In [32], 

Wang et al. formulate the optimal cache placement problem as a standard knapsack problem with 

constrained cumulative cache size. Despite their solution is not provably optimal, they reported 

that for the scenarios investigated, this cache placement strategy improved upon the heuristics 

proposed in [33]. 

 

Algorithms 

 

After providing a general overview of the caching problem and associated design space, we now 

discuss more in detail two important types of algorithms used in networked caching systems. 

These are (i) cache replacement algorithms, which govern the caching decisions made by single 

caching nodes and (ii) caching meta algorithms, which can be used by caching nodes to make 

cooperative cache replacement decisions. 
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Cache Replacement Algorithms 

 

The design of cache replacement algorithms for content distribution purposes is deeply rooted in 

previous work on cache replacement algorithms for other computer system applications, such as 

databases and storage systems. Although such algorithms have been designed for different 

purposes, their design is suited to content distribution as well, albeit further policies have also 

been proposed specifically for content distribution. In this section, we provide a thorough 

overview of cache replacement policies with particular focus on their applicability to content 

distribution. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that all content items have identical size and 

denote C as the size of a cache (expressed in number of items) and N as the size of the content 

catalogue. 

It is well known that, independently of demand characteristics, the theoretically optimal cache 

replacement policy is Belady’s MIN algorithm [34]. This algorithm always discards the item that 

will be requested the farthest away in the future. Although being optimal, this policy requires 

future knowledge of demand and therefore it is not realizable in practice. It is however useful as 

a theoretical upper bound of cache performance. An optimal cache replacement policy is 

implementable in practice if the demand conforms to the Independent Reference Model (IRM), 

i.e., the probability of each item being requested is stationary over time and independent of 

previous requests. In this case, the optimal replacement policy is the Least Frequently Used 

(LFU), which statically places in cache the C most frequently requested items. LFU 

implementation requires content popularity ranking to be known a priori. However, even without 

this information, it can still be implemented by keeping counters for each content requested to 

learn their request frequency. In this respect, there exist two variants of LFU. The first is Perfect-
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LFU, which maintains counters for every item in the catalogue, even when the item is evicted 

from the cache. The second is the In-Cache-LFU, which drops the counter associated to an item 

when evicted from the cache. Differently from Perfect-LFU, In-Cache-LFU yields suboptimal 

performance but has a simpler implementation as a result of the smaller number of counters to be 

maintained [35].  

Despite its optimality, Perfect-LFU is rarely used in practice for two reasons. First, it cannot be 

implemented in a way that achieves constant time complexity for both lookup and replacement 

operations. In fact, its most efficient implementation is with a heap, where adding, removing or 

updating the place of an item has a logarithmic time complexity. Second, since its replacement 

decisions are based exclusively on frequency without any consideration to recency, it reacts very 

slowly to variations in content popularity, which frequently occur in practice. Therefore, in 

operational scenarios LFU is normally used in conjunction with other policies [22].  

To overcome the time complexity and slow convergence time of LFU, a number of replacement 

policies have been proposed which make replacement decisions based on recency and have O(1) 

time complexity on both lookup and replacement operations. The most widely used policy 

among this family is Least Recently Used (LRU), which replaces the least recently requested 

item. This policy is normally implemented using a doubly-linked list and operates as follows. 

When an item currently stored in cache is requested, it is moved to the top of the list. Similarly, 

upon a request for an item not currently in cache, the requested item is inserted at the top of the 

list and the item at the bottom is evicted. LRU has two key advantages that makes it very 

popular. First, it is very responsive to non-stationary trends, since its replacement decisions are 

exclusively based on recency. Second, it cannot perform significantly worse than LFU because 

the ratio between optimal cache hit ratio and LRU cache hit ratio is bounded [36]. Another well 
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known policy although less used in practice than LRU is CLIMB. In CLIMB, differently from 

LRU, items are inserted at the bottom of a stack. Each time an item is requested, it is moved one 

position up in the stack, if not already at the top. Upon a request for an item not stored in cache, 

the item at the bottom of the stack is replaced. CLIMB is known to yield better performance than 

LRU under IRM demand although never formally proved. Furthermore, for a long time a 

conjecture was held that CLIMB is the optimal finite-memory replacement policy under IRM 

[37], but it was recently disproved by Gast and Van Houdt [38]. Anyway, the greater steady-state 

cache hit ratio comes at a cost of slower convergence time and lower reactivity to changes than 

LRU [39]. Despite its simplicity and ease of implementation, LRU has the drawback of not being 

well suited for concurrent access. In fact, each lookup resulting in a hit and each replacement 

both require the insertion of an item at the head of the doubly-linked list. Serializing access to the 

head of the list may cause contention and detriment performance, especially in highly parallel 

environments.  

Two policies more suitable to concurrent implementations than LRU, although yielding lower 

cache hit ratio, are First-In First-Out (FIFO) and Random Replacement (RR). According to the 

FIFO policy, when a new item is inserted, the evicted item is the one which was inserted first in 

the cache. The behaviour of this policy differs from LRU only when an item already present in 

the cache is requested. In fact, while in LRU this item would be pushed to the top of the list, in 

FIFO no movement is performed. Random Replacement (RR) simply replaces a randomly 

selected item. Both FIFO and RR policies are more suitable to concurrent implementation than 

LRU because concurrent access is required only when inserting an item, not at cache hit. They 

can also be implemented in a simpler way, using a circular queue as opposed to a doubly-linked 

list. However, they yield worse performance than LRU [22].  
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In the specific case of IRM demand, it is proven that FIFO and RR yield identical steady-state 

cache hit ratio [40], although that it is not necessarily true for other types of demand. Other 

solutions have been proposed to address the problem of LRU concurrent implementation. One of 

these is CLOCK [41], which approximates LRU behavior without needing to move an item at 

each cache hit. Specifically, CLOCK organizes items in a circular queue (hence the name 

CLOCK). Each item is associated to a flag which is originally unset when inserted and is set 

upon a cache hit. To select an item to replace, CLOCK maintains a pointer used to iterate the 

circular queue. When iterating the queue, if CLOCK encounters an item whose flag is set, it 

unsets the flag and moves to the next item, until an item with unset flag is encountered and 

replaced. At the next replacement operation, the search for the item to replace starts from the 

position where the last item was replaced. CLOCK is in practice similar to a FIFO cache but with 

the difference that if an item receives a hit before reaching the bottom of the list, it is not evicted 

and gets a “second chance”. 

 In addition to concurrency, LRU has the problem of not being scan-resistant, as any scan 

operation over a large set of unpopular items would thrash the content of the cache. This is a 

primary concern in databases and disk-based I/O where many legitimate workloads may perform 

scanning operations and large sequential reads. However, this can be a concern also in networked 

caching systems as adversarial workloads might perform scanning operations precisely to thrash 

caches.  

In addition, content distribution is known to be affected by the problem of one-timers, i.e., a 

large number of items requested only once [22]. For example, Akamai reported that 74% of 

content objects served by its infrastructure are requested only once [18]. Also EdgeCast observed 

a similar pattern although in their case one-timers only account for 60% of content items [42]. 
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One-timers have the same effect of scans as both result in a large number of unpopular items 

being requested only once, and therefore scan-resistant algorithms can be applied equally well to 

content distribution. The poor scan-resistance of LRU can be addressed with variations of the 

LRU design that incorporate frequency considerations in addition to just recency into 

replacement decisions. 

 One simple variation improving LRU resistance to scan is the addition of probabilistic insertion. 

The resulting algorithm is q-LRU, which differs from a pure LRU for the fact that when an item 

not currently in cache is requested, it is inserted only with probability q. The insertion probability 

q can be used to tune caching performance. Reducing the value of q increases scan resistance, 

improves IRM steady-state cache hit ratio but also reduces reactivity to non-stationary trends. It 

has been proved that q-LRU tends asymptotically to a Perfect-LFU policy when q → 0 [29].  

Another approach consists in splitting caching space into separate segments to protect popular 

contents from scans. This is the approach taken by the Segmented-LRU (SLRU) policy [43]. 

With SLRU, a cache is split into two segments: a probationary and a protected segment, both 

internally operating according to the LRU policy. When an item is inserted in the cache, it is first 

inserted at the top of the probationary segment and moved to the protected segment only as a 

result of a hit. An item reaching the bottom of the protected segment is demoted to the 

probationary segment, and an item reaching the bottom of the probationary segment is evicted 

from the cache.  

Another policy sharing the same objectives but using a different approach is LRU/k [44]. This 

algorithm replaces the item whose k-th most recent access occurred least recently. As an 

example, if the k-th most recent access for item A is more recent than the k-th most recent access 

for item B, then A will be replaced later than B. The evaluations carried out in [44] showed that 
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most of the benefits are achieved for k = 2. However, one drawback of LRU/k is its time 

complexity, which is O(log(C)) for each access.  

2Q [45] aims to achieve similar benefits to LRU/2 but with constant time complexity. Its 

approach is somewhat similar to SLRU. It keeps three buffers, named A1in, A1out and Am. 

A1in and A1out are managed according to the FIFO policy while Am is managed according to 

the LRU policy. 

 While both A1in and Am store actual items, A1out only stores item identifiers. When an item 

not present in any of the buffers is requested, it is first inserted in A1in. If the content is not 

requested again, upon eviction from A1in, its identifier is stored in A1out. Upon eviction from 

A1out it is discarded. If the content is hit at any time while in A1in or A1out, it is inserted in 

Am, which covers a role similar to the protected segment of the SLRU algorithm. 

 Another policy similar in principle to 2Q and SLRU is k-LRU which was recently proposed by 

Martina et al. [29]. In practice, with k-LRU a cache consists of a chain of k LRU caches. The 

first k − 1 caches store only item identifiers, which require minimal space while the k-th cache 

stores items. The identifier of an item requested for the first time is stored in the first queue and 

moved one level above after each hit. Upon eviction from any of these caches, the item or its 

identifier is discarded from the cache. In practice, with this replacement policy an item needs to 

be requested at least k times in a reasonably short amount of time to be inserted in the cache. 

Akamai use in their operational caches a filtering algorithm similar in principle to 2-LRU, named 

cache-after-two-hits rule [18]. According to this rule, items are inserted in the cache only at the 

second request. The objective of this algorithm is to prevent insertion of one-timers. All policies 

presented above adding scan-resistance to LRU present the problem of requiring manual tuning 
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of a number of parameters that may affect performance. The Adaptive Replacement Cache 

(ARC) algorithm [46] addresses this limitation by adaptively balancing frequency and recency 

weights which affect replacement decisions. However, despite the good performance and self-

tuning properties of ARC, it has seen limited applicability in practice as it is patent encumbered. 

 Finally CLOCK with Adaptive Replacement (CAR) [47] revises the design of ARC but builds 

the algorithm based the CLOCK replacement policy instead of LRU. The result is a more 

suitable implementation for concurrent access. 

 

Caching Meta Algorithms 

 

The previous section discussed algorithms that caching nodes can use to make independent 

replacement decisions. In the context of a network of caches, however, it is beneficial for 

caching nodes to make replacement decisions cooperatively to maximize network-wide 

performance metrics, as opposed to each cache selfishly making decisions to maximize their own 

performance.  

To achieve this objective, a number of algorithms have been developed allowing nodes to 

cooperatively make these decisions. These algorithms are normally referred to as meta 

algorithms or meta policies [48] to differentiate them from the cache replacement algorithms 

discussed above. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the main meta algorithms proposed 

so far. 

The simplest and most well-known meta algorithm is Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) [48]. 

According to it, a copy of each content delivered to the requester is replicated at each traversed 
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cache on the path. LCE is generally a good choice in case of flash-crowd events or in case of 

highly skewed content popularity distributions and it does not require any coordination, either 

explicit or implicit among caching nodes. However, this policy causes a high degree of 

redundancy, as all caches along the path are consuming cache resources to hold identical items. 

To limit this great amount of redundancy and, consequently, to increase the number of distinct 

content items cached along a delivery path, a number of techniques have been proposed to 

selectively cache each delivered content in a subset of the nodes of the path. One of these 

solutions is Leave Copy Down (LCD) [14]. This technique was originally proposed for 

hierarchical Web caching systems and operates as follows. Whenever a content is served, from 

either a cache or the origin, the content is replicated only one level down the cache hierarchy on 

the path towards the requester. This leads to two desirable effects. First, the content is stored 

only once on the path from serving node to requester, hence mitigating the problem of redundant 

caching. Second, the content is gradually replicated towards the edge of the network, such that 

more popular contents are replicated in more nodes and closer to the requesters. This technique 

requires minimal coordination among caching nodes as they can signal to other nodes 

downstream whether to cache the content or not by simply appending a flag to the delivered 

content. 

A recent proposal sharing the same objectives of LCD is “Cache less for more” [15]. According 

to this strategy, content objects are cached only once along the path, specifically in the node with 

the greatest betweenness centrality (i.e., the node with the greatest number of shortest paths 

traversing it). If more than one node has the maximum value of betweenness centrality, then the 

content is stored in the node closer to the requester. If this strategy is deployed in very dynamic 

networks (e.g., ad-hoc mobile networks) where it is challenging for a node to learn its 
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betweenness centrality value, then caching decisions can be made based on the betweenness 

centrality of its ego-network, i.e., the subnetwork composed of all nodes directly connected to 

the caching node with an edge. In order for all nodes of the path to determine which is the node 

with the greatest betweenness centrality, each node writes in the request packet a pair with its 

identifier and its centrality value, or overwrites any existing one if its centrality value is greater 

than the one already present in the packet, which was written by a node downstream. This 

information is then copied in the response packet by the serving node so that all nodes on the 

delivery path know whether they need to cache the content or not. Another similar technique is 

ProbCache [16]. This technique also aims at increasing the set of content objects stored over a 

delivery path. In this proposal, however, the decision on whether to store a content or not is taken 

randomly instead of deterministically. In fact, each node decides to store a specific content with 

a certain probability that depends on several factors, including the amount of caching space 

available upstream and the position of the node in the delivery path. The value of the caching 

probability computed at each node is engineered in order to maximize content multiplexing over 

a path. Similarly, to LCD and “Cache less for more”, ProbCache does not require to keep state at 

any node and inter-node coordination is achieved by piggybacking a small amount of signaling 

information on request and response messages. All three techniques proposed above diversify the 

content items stored over a path without requiring caching nodes to keep any per-content state 

and with minimal communication overhead. 

 

Thesis Objectives 

We discussed caching meta algorithms and replacement policies working in tandem to increase 

the performance of a network of caches in NDN networks. In this research, we introduce a 
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dynamically assigned expiration applied in sequence to contents for two popular meta algorithms 

LCE and LCD. With this new strategy working together with the LRU replacement policy, we 

try to affect the performance characteristics of the cache network and study the effects of such 

enforced evictions. To the best of our knowledge this work has not been done previously and the 

outcomes will provide the research community with a clearer picture of the workings of such 

implementation. 
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It has frequently been observed that the popularity of web pages follows a generalized Zipf law: 

the request rate q(n) for the nth most popular page is proportional to  for some α. Measurements 

reported in [49] and [50], for instance, yield estimates for α between 0.64 and 0.83. Statistics 

gathered by Yu et al. for a VoD service in China suggest Zipf law popularity with 0.65≤α ≤1 

[51]. 

The workload is stationary where its probability distribution does not change over time. The 

content popularity is Zipf-distributed while requests are Poisson-distributed and are mapped to 

receivers(users) uniformly. Workload’s content population is fixed at E5 and the same number of 

requests were used for pre-populating the caches before starting the measurements as warmup 

load. The number of measured load is 4E6. The value of α for the Zipf distribution function was 

set in the range of 0.6 to 2.0. 

Cache size is fixed at 1% of the content population and is distributed among all caching nodes 

equally. Each experiment is run with 40 replications and the results were plotted at a 95% 

confidence interval. The experiments were run in parallel on 20 servers and their results were 

merged to give the 40 replication count for each data point (Table 1) 
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Table 1 – Experiment Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Cache Size 1% of content population distributed evenly among caches 

Content population 100,000 chunks 

Warmup request 100,000 reqs 

Simulation measured requests 400,000 reqs 

Workload (content popularity 

distribution) 

A Zipf distribution with alpha values between 0.6 to 2.0 (as found to be the 

best estimators of content access in real world). 

Replacement Policy used LRU 

Number of replications 40 with results plotted at 95% confidence interval 

Data Collected Cache HIT Ratio, Propagation Latency, Cumulative Link Load 
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Results and Discussions 

 

In the previous chapter we discussed some of the common caching meta algorithms (or caching 

strategies) in a network of caches. The most common algorithm being Leave Copy Everywhere 

provides copies of content on caches along the way to the requestor and serves the requester for 

the stored chunk from the edge cache for further requests of the same chunk of content. Other 

copies of this chunk will be redundant if we consider this path to be providing content to a 

limited group of users connected to the same edge cache in their closest proximity. All other 

redundant copies would be useless unless there is a cache replacement incident on the edge cache 

which replaces the desired stored content and another copy exists just at its next hop. 

To reduce this redundancy, EDGE caching would store a copy of the content only in the closest 

cache to the user. This could eliminate the redundancy as the consumers of the same content will 

always use the first copy available and never reach out to other caches along the shortest path 

unless the content is already missed by the nearest cache. Another method which was mentioned 

in the previous chapter is Leave Copy Down (LCD) which copies the content only to the next 

nearest cache hop from the content provider. The problem with this method is that the 

performance is not optimal as the content is still far away from the consumer on later repeated 

accesses to the same chunk and this is not in favor of the purpose of an optimal cache. An 

optimal cache is a cache which will reduce the propagation delay by moving the interested 

content closer to the consumer as well as providing enough space to store as much interesting 

contents as possible closer to the future audience. 
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To better manage the cache space, we introduced a modified algorithm that implements the 

expiration of cache objects using a dynamic TTL (Time-To-Live) assigned to each content chunk 

based on its position on the path in the network of caches. We implemented this meta algorithm 

with an LRU (Least-Recently-Used) replacement algorithm to control the cache space usage. 

Both the TTL and LRU are considered replacement policies but they behave differently on 

evicting content from individual caches. TTL is a so called memoryless algorithm that expires a 

content without considering its history. LRU in contrast is a non-memoryless algorithm which 

keeps track of the recency of access to each content object and moves the recently accessed one 

to the top of its table and evicts content from the bottom as soon as a new item enters the top. 

Both algorithms operate on single caches without any coordination in a network of caches. To 

make this eviction property a network-wide algorithm without a need for coordination, we 

introduced assignment of TTL based on incrementing/decrementing sequence of numbers. As 

mentioned before, redundant copies of the same content would not be beneficial unless any of 

the following scenarios happen: 

1) The cached chunk is replaced locally due to a replacement error and the redundant copy 

serves as a backup. 

2) The topology of the network is such that a copy existing in upper levels is still serving 

other clients who are directly connected. 

To reduce the effect of redundant copy on the cache storage, an incremental sequence is used for 

TTL values assigned to each copy of the content object from source to the destination. This way 

a copy of the cache would remain longer closer to the consumer while reducing the overall 

consumed space and will be made available for future requests of the same content with the least 
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propagation delay. We evaluated this proposal using Icarus simulation framework and 

implemented this algorithm in the python code. 

As far as Icarus is a discrete event simulator, the events are consecutive in order and nothing will 

be assumed to happen between two consecutive events that change the status of the system. 

Discrete-event simulations do not have to simulate every time slice and this makes them very 

fast computationally compared to Continuous Simulations. In this regard, and to implement a 

TTL enabled cache we needed to introduce a reference time in the simulation process for TTL 

operations. This time is chosen as a series which is calculated by the number of function calls 

made to extract the time during TTL operations like storing content, removing content, etc. 

This way the assigned TTL value can be converted into an actual time in seconds when the 

number of interest objects per second is known in a production ICN cache and is compared to the 

simulated instance. 

The algorithm for simulating a LCE method with a TTL for expiration of content was proposed 

as follows: 

1- The interest will be forwarded from the user to the ICN router connected to (all) the 

enabled interface(s). If the router has a cache it will be queried for the content v and if it 

exists will return the content following flowchart 2. In case of no hit, the interest will be 

forwarded to the next hop in the shortest path (Figure 4). 

2- The content will be requested from the cache, n and t will be set to apropriate values and 

a copy of the content is saved in the cache. The n value increments and the data packet is 

sent to the next hop in the revesed shortest path to the user (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4 - Interest Propagation in LCE with TTL 
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Figure 5 Content Propagation in LCE with TTL 

 

LCE with Dynamic TTL Meta Algorithm 

 

The first scenario simulated is to store copies of the content objects along the path with TTL 

values increasing from t simulation secs and increasing this TTL to double the time for the next 

copy stored in the next cache down the path: 
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Equation 1 

Where n is the hop number of the cache from the source. Values of t were selected such that it 

covers highs and lows in regards to the total simulated time. For Figure 6 the value of t=1000 

simulation seconds was chosen and the performance of the LCE with dynamic TTL values for 

contents stored in cache n calculated from Equation 1 was measured in hit probability, 

propagation latency and cumulative link load and compared to LCE, LCD and EDGE meta 

algorithms. 
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Figure 6 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=1000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 7 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=1000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 8 – Link load vs Content Distribution for t=1000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 

It can be seen that for content popularities calculated from a Zipf function with α values of 0.6 to 

0.9 there is a convergence in the probability of hits between LCE and LCE with TTL assigned 

while the trend changes starting from 0.9 and the gap widens as we approach higher skewed 
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content popularities. The reason for this behavior could be attributed to the detrimental effect of 

early expiration of popular content which is signified when content distribution is more skewed. 

For the cumulative propagation latency, the trend seen in Figure 7 is exactly the same and is 

inversely proportional to cache hit ratio. 

For Figure 9 the value of t was set to 100 simulation seconds and was compared to the LCE and 

EDGE meta algorithms. The widening gap discussed for Figure 6 is seen for the whole range of 

α values now that the expiration time is 10 times less than the previous fig. It could be concluded 

that further decrease in TTL values for content objects would make the hit probability to fall 

even more. 
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Figure 9 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 10 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 11 – Link Load vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCE with TTL 

Figure 12 has a t=10E4 simulation seconds where it behaves exactly as an LCE meta algorithm. 

Any further linear increase in t resulted in the same behavior as the LCE itself which is an 

indication that the content would stay in the cache long enough to either be accessed again by a 

repeated request for the same content or be evicted from the cache as a result of an LRU 
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mechanism in place. Both these conditions indicate that the TTL mechanism is no more a 

participant as a eviction policy. 
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Figure 12 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 13 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 
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Figure 14 – Link Load vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCE with TTL 

Percent change in hit ratio compared to t=100 in LCE meta algorithm with dynamic TTL  listed 

in Table 2 

Table 2- Percent Change in Hit Ratiosfor different content distibutions  for t=100 simSecs compared to t=100simSecs 

Alpha t = 1000 simSecs t = 10,000 simSecs 

1.0 200% 200% 

1.4 60% 75% 

1.8 20% 30% 

 

 

We simulated a similar TTL assignment to LCD meta algorithm. LCD leaves a copy down the 

next cache in the path with every access to the content object. Here, the purpose of introducing 

TTL will be to forcefully evict the redundant item (as well as its copy) earlier than when only a 
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replacement algorithm like LRU is in use. We expect to influence the redundant remaining 

content object removal so that it will be removed faster in favor of a fresh content replacing it. 

 

LCD with Dynamic TTL Meta Algorithm 

 

For the case of LCD meta algorithm we used a different n to calculate the TTL values assigned 

to contents in each cache. The closer the content reaches its destination, the grater the popularity 

it has so a higher TTL value assigned to it may amplify its effect in comparison to objects stored 

in higher level caches. 

The same formula used to calculate the TTL value for an LCD meta algorithm. The results for 

t=10 simulation seconds is plotted in Figure 15 where it is compared with generic LCD and LCE 

meta algorithms. The TTL mechanism working in LCD meta algorithm is affecting the lifetime 

of the copied content which is actively accessed by requests arriving from lower level caches. It 

is seen that for t=10 simulation seconds, the hit probability stays below 0.8 and both LCE and 

LCD meta algorithms for any distribution of content. 
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Figure 15 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=10 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 16 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=10 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 17 – Link Load vs Content Distribution for t=10 simSecs for LCD with TTL 

Setting the value of t to100 will result in better performance evaluated in higher hit probability 

shown in Figure 18 compared to t=10. 
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Figure 18 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 19 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 20 – Link Load vs Content Distribution for t=100 simSecs for LCD with TTL 

For Figure 21 where t=10E4 simulation seconds, the performance greatly improves and 

simulates a near LCD generic algorithm but with differences at low and high content skewness. 
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With lower skewness (lower α values between 0.6 to 1.2) the behavior tends to be as of an LCE 

generic algorithm and for higher content skewness with α values between 1.2 to 2.0 the hit 

probability tends to reach near LCD values. It is interesting to compare this with higher TTL 

values for an LCE meta algorithm at higher skewness where the hit probability deviates more 

from either of the generic LCE, LCD or EDGE algorithms probably due to higher error 

amplification intrinsic to LCE algorithm. 
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Figure 21 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 22 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCD with TTL 
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Figure 23 – Link  Load vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecs for LCD with TTL 

Percent change in hit ratio compared to t=100 in LCD meta algorithm with dynamic TTL listed 

in Table 3 
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Table 3 – Percent change in Hit Ratio compared to t=100simSecs 

Alpha t = 1000 simSecs t = 10,000 simSecs 

1.0 40% 153% 

1.4 21% 47% 

1.8 10% 26% 
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To compare the effect of a larger network topology we run the simulation for a Tree topology 

with height of the tree equal to 8 nodes and the same value of t=10E4 simulation seconds. The 

results are different both in the lower hit probability achieved at each α value and the close match 

between the generic LCD algorithm and the LCD with TTL introduced which may indicate that 

with a larger network which results in a lower cache size on each caching node, the TTL values 

of this magnitude is pretty high. 
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Figure 24 – Cache Hit Ratio vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecsand Tree height = 8  
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Figure 25 – Latency vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecsand Tree height = 8 
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Figure 26 – Link Load vs Content Distribution for t=10,000 simSecsand Tree height = 8 

Based on the collected data for each α value, a python code was written to generate schematic 

representation of the loads and hits made to each node. Individual link loads are partitioned into 
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high, medium and low load which are represented in red, purple and blue colors.  Hit Ratios to 

server and caching nodes are represented by the size of the circle representing them. The higher 

the Hit ratio, the larger the radius of the circle would be. For the case of t = 1000 simSecs the 

plots are studied in detail. 

With α value of 0.6 shown in (a) the loads on the server is highest with the links attached to 

server bearing highest relative loads and second level links having medium loads. 

For α value of 0.8 shown in (b) and 1.0 shown in (c) there is a slight increase in hit ratios in LCD 

strategy for caching nodes in the vicinity of user nodes. 

For α values of 1.2 shown in (d) an increase in hit ratios for LCE and LCD with TTL strategies 

can be seen for the nodes in the vicinity of users while for LCD this increase is more pronounced 

with the links between users and closest caching routers experiencing higher loads than the other 

two cases. 

With α value of 1.4 seen in (e) the links between users and closest caching routers will 

experience even higher loads for all strategies but for the case of LCD with a TTL value the load 

is being distributed to routers closer to the source and routers closer to users. This is an 

interesting finding that introducing a TTL value would be beneficial to load distribution in a 

network of caches in NDN networks. 

For higher α values of 1.6 and 1.8 in (f) and (g) the links and routers above the edge are nearly 

offloaded for LCE and LCD strategies but the case for LCD with TTL shows relatively active 

links and routers all around the network with medium to high link loads which shows a 

distributed load behavior. 

  



 

Figure 27 – Schematicc representationn of Hit Ratios an
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Regarding the past studies on the performance of these caching meta algorithms, LCD would 

outperform LCE in most scenarios as the redundancy of the objects are prevented significantly. 

A factor that is significantly affecting cache performance is the amplification of replacement 

errors. Every cache replacement policy is prone to such errors where an object that could 

increase the hit probability is discarded from the cache to allow space for another object of lower 

hit probability (also called one-timers). This is called a replacement error and in a network of 

caches this behavior could be propagated and amplified resulting in poor hit ratio of cached 

content [14]. LCE is shown to be more prone to such amplification of errors than LCD as the low 

hit probability object may be copied to other caches in the path resulting to an amplification of 

such errors. 

Obtaining an optimum value for t to assign a maximum TTL value to contents stored could be of 

interest. This is done in order to reach the best hit performance and would be carried out by 

running simulations with an increasing t value in a conditional loop with the terminating 

condition set to when the increase in hit ratio magnitude in two consecutive increments of t is 

less than a predefined value. 

Other than the reversed tree topology, topologies like Rocket Fuel and GEANT also has been 

tested where similar results have been obtained in terms of how TTL assignment affects the 

probability of hit in the network. The complexity of such network topologies was an obstacle to 

study the behavior of our meta algorithms in detail which was the target of this study. The 

introduction of redundant links in any of these topologies will make the shortest path selection 

different from a simpler tree topology studied, in which we only have a single shortest path to the 

content source, and ultimately affects the performance of any caching strategy in terms of hit 

ratios, latency experienced and the cumulative link loads in particular. 
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Conclusion 

 

The replacement errors in NDN caches are the main contributor to inferior hit performance. The 

more the replacement error, the lower the hit ratio would be. Propagation of these errors happen 

with copies of unpopular content saved in caches, replacing a content probable to become a hit 

and would ultimately degrade the cache hit ratio experienced. The change in TTL values does 

not compensate for replacement errors but changes the behavior of the underlying strategy 

resulting in different hit ratios, delay and load performance for LCE with TTL and LCD with 

TTL strategies. The increase in TTL values in both LCE and LCD with TTL strategies constantly 

increases the hit ratios and at enough large TTL values the performance of hit closely follows 

that of no TTL assigned. The higher TTL values will result in higher hits made to higher level 

caches while the skewness of content increases, especially in the case of LCD with TTL, where a 

load balancing behavior is observed while the hit ratios remain the same compared to LCD 

mechanism. Ultimately setting a proper TTL value in case of an acceptable hit ratio will be 

beneficial to load distribution among a network of caches and could be studied in future works. 
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